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Abstract
We examine non-orthogonal term graph rewriting systems. We de ne notions of compatibility and L evy (or permutation) equivalence for sequences of such rewrites. We de ne standard sequences and show a standardisation theorem that says that every sequence is L evy equivalent to a unique standard sequence. We then de ne a notion of labelled term graph rewriting (a loose analogy with L evy labelling in the lambda calculus) and use this together with the standardisation theorem to characterise our de nition of L evy equivalence as a relation between sequences which rewrite the same set of redexes (up to garbage collection). We then de ne the set of pre-events of a sequence and pre-event equivalence. After de ning irredundant pre-events we de ne a minimisation algorithm which transforms pre-events into equivalent irredundant ones. These ideas are used to show that two distinct non-empty pre-events cannot belong to the same equivalence class and since we de ne events to be equivalence classes of pre-events we are able to associate a well-de ned set of events with a sequence.
We investigate the structure of these events. We show that the events associated with all possible reduction sequences from an initial graph can be given a prime event structure. However the con gurations of these event structures do not account for implicit garbage collection and asymmetric con icts between redexes. We account for the former by restricting the sequences we consider to standard sequences. We show that the restriction also gives a set of events with a prime event structure, the so-called standard event structure. We de ne an \erases" relation that expresses the e ect of garbage collection and demonstrate that this cannot occur between events in a standard event structure. We account for con icts by de ning a prevents relation between pairs of events which correspond to the reduction of con icting redexes and then, using this relation together with a standard event structure, specify an event automaton whose states are the congurations of the event structure with the ordering restricted by the prevents relation. We extend the members of the collection of states by adding the least upper bounds of in nite chains and show that the extended states form a prime algebraic domain under the restricted ordering.
Introduction
By term graph rewriting we have in mind a formal system such as the ones described in (Kennaway 91; Kennaway et alia 93) . Such descriptions have the advantage of a high level of abstraction and implicit garbage collection, allowing us to talk about rewrite steps without requiring us to go into details unnecessarily. We require our systems to be left-linear but allow non-disjoint (con icting) redexes. This type of non-orthogonal term graph rewrite system seems su ciently general to be able to describe languages without a functional strategy, the abstract reduction used to do strictness analysis in CLEAN , see (van Eekelen et alia 91; N ocker 94) , and non-deterministic term graph rewriting. While formal algebraic de nitions may underly our work the reader will rapidly become aware that the arguments employed are almost (though not entirely) all operational in nature. This being the case the most useful background reading may be (Barendregt et alia 86) . We include some de nitions, partly taken from that paper and partly from (Hankin 93) , as a quick guide. Since rewrites only a ect the root of the graph, they can be represented by a triple representing the combined graph (left and right hand side of the rule | not rooted) and the roots of the left and right hand sides, (g; n; n 0 ). The notation: g j n is used to denote the subgraph of g rooted at n. The process of graph rewriting is a three phase process: building, redirection and garbage collection.
De nition 1. (Term graphs
De nition 2. (Build) H, the result of the build phase on G using (g; n; n 0 ) at a redex occurrence f : g ! G is de ned as follows: and succ g (m) i in N gjn r H = r G Thus N H is the set of nodes that are in G plus the nodes from the right hand side of the rule which do not occur in the left hand side. Nodes that occur in both sides of the rule are already accounted for in G via the occurrence. The de nition of lab is as expected and succ is de ned to connect the right hand side of the rule to the appropriate nodes in G. We begin our own de nitions with the most fundamental one, that of disjoint redexes. A category{theoretic version may be found in (Kennaway et alia 93) .
De nition 5. (Disjoint redexes) A pair of distinct redexes in a graph is said to be disjoint if there is no node of the graph which is erased by the reduction of one redex but pattern-matched by the other.
Following Boudol (Boudol 85) we de ne a notion of compatibility for sequences of rewrites. The notion underlies the rest of the paper. Intuitively sequences are compatible if neither contains a redex which con icts with a redex in the other. Hence compatible sequences each have a residual of one by the reduction of the other and these residuals are de ned below. is used for the empty sequence. (Kennaway et alia 93) except that we must take the transitive closure as it is possible for two sequences of non-orthogonal rewrite steps to be L evy equivalent to a third sequence but not to each other using that de nition. For example, suppose we have the following rewrite rules:
A ! B , A ! C, and F(x) ! G Using these rules we can construct the following three sequences of rewrites from initial graph F(A):
-G Although the rst two sequences are equivalent to the last sequence they are not equivalent to each other using =. Intuitively, we expect that the three sequences have done the same work, i.e. are equivalent.
Having de ned our rst two relations between sequences we show some of the ways in which they connect. The following four lemmas are used later in the proof of lemma 21. Proof of the lemma is by a straightforward induction on the de nition of =.
The following results can be demonstrated by inductions on the de nitions. Note that the relation between the sequences in this last lemma is = rather than L . The latter is not generally true but see strong compatibility below (de nition 17). Theorem 1. L evy-equivalent sequences de ne the same morphism.
Proof. In (Kennaway et alia 93) it is shown that L evy-equivalent ( =) sequences of orthogonal rewrites de ne the same morphism. The L evy-equivalence ( L ) de ned for non-orthogonal rewriting is the transitive closure of that de ned for orthogonal rewriting. Hence, by transitivity, L evy-equivalent ( L ) sequences de ne the same morphism.
Standard Sequences
Notions of a standard reduction sequence exist for the lambda calculus (Barendregt 84) and term rewriting (Huet and L evy 91; Boudol 85) . As far as we are aware there is no de nition of a standard reduction sequence for term graph rewriting in the literature. Gonthier, L evy and Melli es have proposed an axiomatised framework which allows the proof of a standardisation theorem and which is general enough to cover both the lambda calculus and term rewriting (Gonthier et alia 92) . To date they been unable to nd suitable de nitions of the underlying notions (such as the nesting of redexes relation) which work for term graphs or dags. Our approach rather follows (Boudol 85) .
In the rest of this section we de ne standard sequences and prove that every sequence is L evy equivalent to a standard sequence. Since there may appear to the reader to be a dense, impenetrable thicket of lemmas we rst explain how what follows contributes to the proof of the theorem. This introduces many ideas before they are de ned and it may be best to refer to it as a road map rather than something to take in immediately.
The theorem rests on four results: First, that the relation between sequences consisting of reducing a standard redex is guaranteed to terminate in the empty sequence (lemma 16); second, that if a redex is standard for a sequence it is standard for any L evy equivalent sequence (lemma 15); third, that a sequence has no external (and hence no standard) redexes if and only if the sequence consists of at most steps which are garbage (lemma 12); nally, an external redex for a sequence is compatible with any L evy equivalent sequence and the sequence itself is L evy equivalent to the sequence which reduces the external redex rst and then the residual of the sequence by the external redex (lemma 10).
Lemma 10 is a consequence of lemma 9 which says that an external redex for a sequence is compatible with the sequence and that the residual of the redex by the sequence is empty. This lemma is itself a direct consequence of lemmas 7 and 8, where lemma 7 states that the residual of a sequence by an external redex exists and lemma 8 states that the residual of an external redex by the sequence to which it is external exists and is empty. Both lemmas 7 and 8 are in turn consequences of the fact that an external redex for a sequence which is distinct from the rst step is compatible with the rst redex and its residual by the rst redex is external to the remainder of the sequence (lemma 6).
Lemma 12 depends on lemma 11 which gives the conditions for a redex to be external to a sequence in terms of conditions on initial and subsequent parts of the sequence. This in turn depends the assertion that external occurrences of a sequence are external to an initial part of the sequence and their traces via that initial part are external to the remainder (assertion 1).
We use lemma 14, which says that L evy equivalent sequences have the same set of external redexes, to prove lemma 15. Lemma 14 depends in turn on lemma 11 and lemma 13, the latter saying that L evy equivalent sequences have the same set of external occurrences. The proof of this uses the results of lemma 5, that the traces and residuals respectively of an occurrence by L evy equivalent sequences are the same; it also uses assertion 1.
We begin by de ning a notion of occurrence for a term graph. These may be thought of as a way of distinguishing between the di erent pointers into a subgraph and their use is tantamount to unravelling the graphs into trees.
De nition 8. (Term graph occurrence) An occurrence in a term graph is the name of a path to a node from the root of the graph. An occurrence is an element of N , the set of all sequences of natural numbers, giving the concatenation of the pointers out from each node in the path, in order. The pointers are numbered from the left and the empty path (i.e. the single occurrence at the root node) is denoted by . Write occ(n) for the set of occurrences at node n in G. Often we will refer to the set of occurrences at the node at the root of a redex and we will use the simpli ed notation dom(r) for this, rather than using occ(root(r)). It is clear that occurrences can be ordered partially by means of a pre x ordering (henceforth: pref ) and totally by adding the numerical order between single pointers with the same pre x (henceforth: v lex ). De nition 9. (Trace and residual of an occurrence) The trace, whri, and residual, w=r, of an occurrence, w, by the reduction of a redex, r, is given by 1 8u 2 dom(r). u is incomparable with w or w pref u then w=r = fwg = whri 2 9u 2 dom(r). u pref w then (a) if w is pattern-matched by r, w=r = ; and whri = fug In the above we use lhs as a map from a redex to the term graph which is the left hand side of its rule, and int as a map from a term graph, G, which is part of a rule, to the subset of the occurrences of G which are not the occurrences of variables (i.e. are in some sense internal to the pattern of the redex). Hence an occurrence is external if the sequence is empty or, when the sequence is non-empty, if there is an occurrence of the redex in the rst step of the sequence above the external occurrence then the external occurrence is pattern-matched by the redex and its trace is external to the remainder of the sequence. The subscript R refers to the set of rules for the reductions.
We will be interested in situations in which we divide a sequence of reductions into an initial segment and a subsequent one. It is a straightforward matter to prove the following assertion by induction: Assertion 1. ext R (s 1 s 2 ) = fwjw 2 ext R (s 1 ) and whs 1 i 2 ext R (s 2 )g De nition 12. ext s R (r) = dom(r) T ext R (s). De nition 13. (Occurrence reduced by a sequence) A redex, r, is said to be reduced at an occurrence, w, if w is one of the occurrences at the root of r when it is reduced. An occurrence, w, is reduced by a sequence, if a redex at that occurrence is reduced in the course of the sequence.
An initial redex of a sequence is one which is present in the initial graph. The de nition of an external redex is the key de nition in this section. It stipulates that an external redex for a sequence is one which has at least one external occurrence and that all the external occurrences are reduced together and that no occurrences of the redex remain after the external occurrences are reduced.
De nition 15. (External redex) s : G ! H and a redex, r, of s is external for s, r 2 extred R (s), i r is an initial redex whose root node satis es 1 it has at least one external occurrence 2 every external occurrence is reduced by s when r is reduced It is worth remarking that this de nition collapses to the usual de nition of an external redex for term rewriting sequences if the graph is a term.
De nition 16. (External sequence) A sequence is external if it reduces only external
redexes at each step.
The rst question to ask of these de nitions is: does an external redex (as de ned above) behave in the way we would expect? For instance, if a redex is external to a reduction sequence we expect that it will not con ict with any redex in the sequence and that it will not have a residual after the reduction of the sequence. This property is captured in a following lemma (lemma 9). However, before stating it, it will be useful to state and prove the following: Proof. By induction on the length of s, using lemma 6 in the proof of the inductive case.
Lemma 9. If s is a sequence and r is an external redex of s then s=r and r=s exist (i.e. r " s) and r=s = ;
Proof. By lemma 7 and lemma 8, an external redex of a sequence is compatible with the sequence and has no residual after the reduction of the sequence. Lemma 11. r 2 extred R (s 1 s 2 ) i 1 r 2 extred R (s 1 ) and ext s1 R (r)hs 1 i ext R (s 2 ), or 2 r 6 2 initred R (s 1 ), r " s 1 , ext s2 R (r=s 1 ) ext R (s 1 ), and r=s 1 extred R (s 2 )
Proof. ()) Let r 2 extred R (s 1 s 2 ) 1 either r 2 initred R (s 1 ) and so we must have r 2 extred R (s 1 ) and by assertion 1 we have ext s1 R (r)hs 1 i ext R (s 2 ), 2 or r 6 2 initred R (s 1 ) but r " s 1 and r=s 1 2 initred R (s 2 ) because r 2 initred R (s 1 s 2 ).
Since r 2 extred R (s 1 s 2 ) ) ext s1 s2 R (r) 6 = ; and all of these occurrences are reduced when r is reduced we must have ext s1 s2 Proof.
Clearly jjsjj = 0 ) initred R (s) = ; ) extred R (s) = ;. Assume jjsjj 6 = 0. Then s has at least one non-empty reduction step and initred R (s) 6 = ;. Let s = r 0 r 1 : : :r n . So we have initred R (s) 6 = ;. We claim (r 2 initred R (s) and 8w 2 dom(r) : 8r Proof. We remark that since r is external its reduction reduces the number of nonempty steps in the sequence by one. The result follows by a straightforward induction over the length of the sequence.
Using these properties we can prove a standardisation theorem. The standardisation theorem can be used to characterise the L evy-equivalence of nonorthogonal rewriting sequences: L evy-equivalent sequences are those that rewrite the same set of redexes, possibly in a di erent order. In fact there may be some di erences between the sets of redexes but only up to garbage collection, i.e. if any redexes are reduced in one sequence but not in the other the resultant nodes must be garbage in the nal graph. This result is given as theorem 3 which simply amalgamates lemmas 20 and 17. Lemma 20 is the crucial one and it depends on the standardisation theorem, lemma 17 and lemma 19 which says that standard label equivalent sequences are identical. Lemma 19 depends on the technical result in lemma 18.
In order to make precise the idea that the same set of redexes is reduced in each sequence a notion of L evy-labelling is introduced for term graph rewriting. It will be useful for the notion to have the following properties: | Each node in the graph resulting from a rewrite sequence has a contribution in its label from the label of each node that contributed to the node. | Labelled term graph rewriting preserves orthogonality. | Labelled term graph rewriting remains term graph rewriting.
Our approach is to de ne labels as unary function symbols in term graphs but at the same time to regard them as labelling the nodes of the \underlying" graph. Orthogonality can be preserved and rules allowed to have left-hand sides which are single function symbols or variables by requiring that the root node of the left-hand side of a labelled rule has no label.
De nition 21. (Labelling algebra) Let L 0 be a set of (label) constructors of various arities, including null arity. The labelling algebra, T(L 0 ) is the single sorted term algebra over L 0 .
De nition 22. (Term graph label) A term graph label is a nite sequence of applications of unary function symbols, called labellers each of which is chosen from the labelling algebra according to rules given below.
A label is thought of as labelling a pointer into a node, although in most cases all pointers into a node will have the same label and we may refer to it as labelling the node. Figure 5 shows a labelled graph. On the left is the graph according to our formal de nitions, in which the labellers are unary function symbols added to the signature. The picture on the right illustrates the way we intuitively imagine the graph. The formal de nition has the virtue that labelled term graph rewrite systems are simply a special case of term graph rewrite systems, and hence all the standard de nitions and theorems apply to them. Assertion 2. Labelled term graph rewriting is a special case of term graph rewriting. Proposition 1. Orthogonal term graph rewrite systems remain orthogonal once labelled.
Proof. Suppose that there is a con ict between two labelled redexes, r 1 and r 2 , in a labelled rewriting system in which the underlying rules are orthogonal. If the two redexes are to correspond to the left hand sides of di erent labelled versions of the same rule, all the nonlabel nodes must be the same. Hence the only nodes for which the labels can be di erent are the root nodes of the redexes. However, by de nition of labelled term graph rewriting, the root of the left hand side of a rewrite rule has no label. So there can only be one rule being applied and there is no con ict. Con ict is thus only possible if the unlabelled versions of the rules are not orthogonal. 1 Suppose r 1 and r 2 are independent and neither redex erases the other. A node in J will have a label that was either present in G or has some (in the case of the root of the reduct) or all of its components created by r 1 , or has some or all of its components created by r 2 , the order of reduction being immaterial. 2 Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality that r 1 and r 2 are independent and r 1 erases r 2 . If r 1 is reduced rst r 2 is never reduced and so a node in J must have a label which was either already present in the G or which has been partly or wholly created by the reduction of r 1 . If r 2 is reduced rst all the nodes with labels whose components are partly or wholly created by the reduction of r 2 in H 0 become garbage after the reduction of r 1 =r 2 and hence a node in J has the same label as it had if the reduction order is di erent.
Lemma 18. Let G be a graph with an initial labelling. Let r be a labelled redex of G. Lemma 19. Standard label equivalent sequences are identical Proof. We show that distinct standard sequences are not label equivalent. Suppose two distinct standard sequences have the same initial and nal graphs. Since every subsequence of a standard sequence is standard we can, without loss of generality, assume that the two sequences have distinct rst steps, r 1 and r 2 . Let the sequences themselves be represented by r 1 s 1 and r 2 s 2 . Let ! be the tuple of the labels of r 2 arranged in left to right, top to bottom order and c a label constructor associated with r 2 . Because r 2 s 2 is standard the label c( ! ) must occur in the nal graph of r 2 s 2 . Since r 1 and r 2 are each initial redexes of their respective sequences they are both present in the initial graph. We examine the two possible relationships between them: 1 The redexes are independent. Without any loss of generality we can assume that udom(r 2 ) v lex udom(r 1 ). Then, since r 1 s 1 is standard r 2 is never reduced.
2 Suppose there is a con ict between the redexes -say that root(r 1 ) is pattern matched by r 2 . In this case r 2 is never reduced either. In either case the nal graph for r 2 s 2 contains the label c( ! ) and the nal graph for r 1 s 1 does not, by lemma 18.
Lemma 20. Label equivalent sequences are L evy-equivalent. 
Event Structures
Elementary event structures whose con gurations are sequences of needed reductions from a given, normalisable, initial graph in an orthogonal term graph rewrite system are constructed in (Kennaway et alia 93) . Corradini (Corradini 94 ) has done some work on extending this to non-orthogonal systems equivalent to the type of systems outlined in our introduction. However we feel that in introducing a symmetric con ict relation early on in his scheme he has not dealt with con icts between redexes correctly. It is clear that a non-orthogonal term graph rewriting system will allow asymmetric con icts between redexes and we feel that this should be re ected in the event structures for such systems. This does lead to some di culties and we show that event structures are by themselves inadequate to account for the behaviour which such systems can exhibit.
Our rst goal in this section is to demonstrate that we can associate a set of events with a sequence of rewrites. This result is expressed in theorem 4, itself an immediate corollary of lemma 24, that no two distinct steps of a sequence belong to the same event (or equivalence class). Lemma 24 depends on lemma 22 which says that equivalence can be proved by at most two applications of the axioms, itself immediate from the more technical lemma 21 which depends on the four lemmas about the relationships between L and " from the beginning of the paper. The proof of lemma 24 also requires lemma 23 which says that the results of minimising equivalent pre-events are strongly equivalent.
We begin the de nitions for this section by de ning a pre-event to be the reduction of a redex together with the previous history of reductions from some initial graph.
De nition 26. (Pre-event)
A pre-event is a pair, (s; r), consisting of a sequence followed by the reduction of a single redex.
However, a sequence giving the history preceding the reduction of a redex may have done some compatible reductions in a di erent order or may have done some \extra", unneeded reductions. In order to prove a theorem stating that no two distinct steps of a sequence belong to the same equivalence class of pre-events it will be necessary to be able to produce preevents equivalent to the original but which contain no redundant steps. It is then possible to work with a restricted de nition of pre-event equivalence, so-called strong equivalence, which is just that part of the de nition which allows pre-events to be equivalent if they are the same redex with L evy-equivalent histories. Having (rightly!) allowed pre-events to be equivalent if one is simply the other after an additional, compatible, redundant sequence of reductions with the e ect of deferring the reduction of the redex it is necessary to, in a sense, discount the e ect of this equivalence.
The following de nitions express the notion of an irredundant sequence. O(s; r) = (s 1 ; r 2 ) where r = r 2 =r 1 2 r 1 is not the last step of s, i.e. s = s 1 r 1 r 2 s 2 where s 2 may or may not be empty.
O(s; r) = (s 1 r 3 r 1 =r 3 s 2 ; r) where r 2 = r 3 =r 1
Clearly the algorithm terminates as each application of O reduces the redundancy of the pre-event to which it is applied. Since at each application of O the resulting preevent is L evy-equivalent to the previous one by one of the cases of = it is clear that M(s; r) (s; r) by a straightforward induction on the de nition of M.
Some comments on proving the two propositions mentioned above: Consider the last super uous step of a sequence s of a pre-event (s; r). If it is the last step of s, it can be omitted (in e ect: moved \past" r), yielding an equivalent pre-event with less super uity and which is a step shorter. This is because if we let r In the former case, the super uity of the pre-event is reduced by jr 1 r 2 s 2 j and its length by one; in the latter case the super uity is reduced by one and the length of the pre-event stays constant.
Thus in all cases the super uity of the pre-event is reduced and the number of nonsuper uous steps stays constant.
By induction on the super uity of a pre-event, every pre-event is equivalent to a preevent of zero super uity, whose length is the length of the original pre-event minus the number of super uous steps in it. Assertion 3. Consider two equivalent pre-events, (s r 0 r 1 =r 0 ; r) and (s r 1 r 0 =r 1 ; r).
If pre-event (s r 0 ; r 1 =r 0 ) is redundant then (s; r 1 ) is redundant.
Proof. Suppose r 1 is not redundant. There are then two possibilities: 1 If (s; r 1 ) contributes a node to (s r 1 ; r 0 =r 1 ) which in turn contributes a node to (s r 1 r 0 =r 1 ; r) then this node cannot be present in (s; r 0 ) and so cannot be present in (s r 0 r 1 =r 0 ; r). This contradicts the assumption that r 0 r 1 =r 0 and r 1 r 0 =r 1 are L evy equivalent. 2 If (s; r 1 ) contributes a node to (s r 1 r 0 =r 1 ; r) this node must be preserved by r 0 =r 1 .
In the upper pre-event the node must be contributed by either r 0 or r 1 =r 0 (as s is common to both). It cannot be contributed by r 0 as r 0 =r 1 preserves the node. If r 1 =r 0 (= r 2 ) contributes the node this contradicts the assumption that this step is redundant. It can easily be seen that, without loss of generality, the two strongly equivalent pre-events can be represented as in gure 11. that is, we may consider the initial sequences to have a single permuted pair of reductions only. Proof is by induction on the maximum of the redundancies of the two pre-events. i basis: maximum redundancy is zero. Proof is trivial. ii induction: If the maximum redundancy is not zero we need to consider four cases as follows: corresponding to the two possibilities in the de nition of O, the rightmost redundant step may either be the last step in one of the initial sequences of reductions or the last step in neither. Furthermore, s 2 may be empty or not, i.e. the permuted adjacent pair may be at the end of the initial sequence or not. A Suppose s 2 is not empty. Suppose the rightmost redundant step in one of the pre-events, r 2 , is also the rightmost step in the initial sequence for that pre-event. Then since s 2 is not empty r 2 is also the rightmost redundant step in the other pre-event. That is, the pre-events look like gure 12. Obviously the e ect of a single step application of the Minimisation Algorithm will be the same for both pre-events and the redundancy of the two resulting pre-events will be zero. B Suppose that s 2 is not empty. Suppose the rightmost redundant step in each of the pre-events is not the rightmost step in the initial sequence of that pre-event.
Then the e ect of the application of a single step in the Minimisation Algorithm to each of the pre-events will be to produce a pre-event strongly equivalent to the original one. Since the congruence is transitive these resulting pre-events will be strongly equivalent, hence equivalent, and have a redundancy less than the original redundancy. Thus we can apply the Inductive Hypothesis to these results of a single step application of the Minimisation Algorithm and the proposition holds. C Suppose s 2 is empty. Suppose the rightmost redundant step in each of the pre-events is not the rightmost step in the initial sequence of that pre-event.
The argument is the same as the above. D Suppose s 2 is empty. Suppose the rightmost redundant step in one of the pre-events, r 2 , is also the rightmost step in the initial sequence for that pre-event ( gure 13). Consider two possibilities: If r 0 =r 1 is the rightmost redundant step in the lower pre-event we have that Proof. Assume that we have a sequence in which two distinct, non-empty steps belong to the same equivalence class. By lemma 24 we have a contradiction.
De nition 31. (Event) An event in the possible reductions from a graph G is an equivalence class of pre-events.
Given the above de nition and theorem 4 we can associate a set of events with a sequence of reductions. Following Winskel in (Winskel 86; Winskel 87) we can show that the set of events formed from the union of all sets of events associated with all the possible sequences of reductions from a given graph has a prime event structure.
De nition 32. (Prime Event Structure) A Prime Event Structure E = (E; Con; ) consists of a set E, of events which are partially ordered by , the causal dependency relation, and a predicate Con FinE, the Consistency relation, which satisfy Ev(s) . Furthermore, since X is nite so is X feg and so X feg 2 Con.
The con gurations of the event structures de ned do not correctly account for the con gurations of sets of events associated with reduction sequences. Winskel (Winskel 86; Winskel 87; Winskel 88) , de nes the con gurations of a prime event structure to be the sets of events which are left-closed under the causality partial order and the ordering on them to be the subset ordering. If this is taken to be the case for graph rewriting there are two aspects unaccounted for -one is garbage collection and the other is con ict between redexes. Because garbage collection is implicit in our rewriting steps, rewriting a set of redexes may erase all pointers to the root of another redex. Although this redex may then still be rewritten it and its reduct are garbage and make no contribution to the nal graph. Whether or not rewriting garbage is seen as an event is a matter of taste (see (Corradini 94 )) but we would prefer to restrict possible con gurations to those in which events corresponding to rewriting garbage do not occur. We de ne an erases relation between a set of events and a single event and restrict our attention to the events in standard reduction sequences. We can easily show that events in standard sequences do not erase other events. Standard sequences are well behaved in other ways as well.
De nition 36. (standard event structure) Let Proof. This is a corollary of theorem 5 since s and Con s are restrictions. As mentioned above, standard sequences are very well-behaved. We de ne an erases relation and then show that this cannot occur between events in E s (G). If a set of events, X, is a subset of the events of two L evy equivalent sequences and there is an event which belongs to the events of one sequence and not the other then that event is said to be erased by X. and the sequences must be distinct as e belongs to one and not the other. However, by theorem 2 every sequence is L evy equivalent to a unique standard sequence and hence we have a contradiction.
De nition 37. (Erases Relation
Accounting for con icts between initial redexes requires a restriction of the subset ordering between con gurations. To this end we follow Pinna and Poign e (Pinna and Poign e 92) and de ne a \prevents" relation between one event and another if reduction of the redex for the rst breaks the redex for the second. We do not allow one con guration to be less than another if an event in the former prevents an event in the latter. This emphasis on con gurations leads us to further adopt the approach of Pinna and Poign e in (Pinna and Poign e 92; Pinna and Poign e 93; Pinna and Poign e 95) and de ne event automata speci ed by the standard event structures and the prevents relation.
Event automata are more general than event structures and reinterpret event structures as a particular kind of automata where the occurrence of an event coincides with a transition of the automaton. We wish to demonstrate that the set of states of the automaton has an appropriate domain structure under a suitable ordering between states. The obvious candidate for an ordering is the re exive, transitive closure of the transition relation, 7 !. This will be a restriction of the subset ordering. Con gurations of prime event structures can be shown to be prime algebraic domains under the subset ordering and we would like a similar result for the states of the automaton. One obstacle is that we have not required the sequences under consideration to reduce an initial graph to a normal form. Given a rule A rewrites to A it is possible to have an arbitrarily large chain of states for which there is no upper bound. Hence St under the ordering will not be a directed complete partial order (DCPO, see below). To remedy this we complete St by adding the least upper bounds of directed sets where these do not already exist. Before doing so we reproduce immediately below a number of de nitions from domain theory for the bene t of the reader. Clearly v is a restriction of as discussed above. By the construction of this set of states it is clearly a directed complete partial order -that is, every directed subset has a least upper bound in the set. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to show that our extended set of states is bounded complete -that is, every pair of states which are less than some other state have a least upper bound.
Lemma 25. (St + ; v) is bounded complete and 8x " y : x t y = x y. Proof. Suppose x; y v p. If x v y or vice versa the lemma is trivial. But suppose that x and y are incomparable with respect to v. Let x \ y = z, then x = z ] fe i j e i 2 Ig and 9e i : fe j e s e i g z. Hence we have y 7 ! y ] e i . We can continue in this way until we make a transition to y ] fe i j e i 2 Ig = x y. Clearly this is the least upper bound for x and y.
It is a standard result that every directed complete partial order which is also bounded complete is consistently complete -that is, every subset which is nitely compatible has a least upper bound in the set. We demonstrate this result for our extended set of states. Proof. This is immediate since if two states y and z are compatible their least upper bound is their union and the greatest lower bound of any nonempty collection exists and is their intersection. Hence distributivity follows from the distributivity laws for set intersection and union.
Finally we have the desired theorem. Its proof uses a particularly convenient characterisation of prime algebraicity.
Theorem 6. The directed completion of the set of states of an automaton Aut(G), for a term graph G, ordered by v is a prime algebraic domain.
Proof. We use the following characterisation of prime algebraic domains, see (Winskel 86) : Let D be a nitary, consistently complete partial order. D is a prime algebraic domain i it is distributive. The result follows from lemmas 26, 28, and assertion 5.
We illustrate the de nition with the example discussed at the end of (Kennaway et alia 93) . The reduction rules are F(A) ! C and A ! B while the initial graph can be given by D(F(x : A); x). There are two possible reduction sequences from the initial graph: In the rst the redex A is reduced, breaking the redex at F. In the second, the redex at F is reduced and then the redex at A. There are then three possible pre-events, ( ; A), ( ; F(A)) and (F(A); A=F(A)). However, by the de nition of pre-event equivalence, we have ( ; A) (F(A); A=F(A)) so there are only two events which we will call e 1 , the reduction of the redex F(A) and e 2 , the reduction of the redex A.
In the event structure on this set we have 
Conclusions
We have de ned standard term graph reduction sequences and proved that every sequence is equivalent up to permutations to a standard sequence. We have de ned labelled term graph rewriting and used it to show that permutation equivalence can be characterised as rewriting the same set of redexes up to garbage collection. Having shown that a set of events can be associated with a sequence, we have de ned relations between the events that give an account of garbage collection and con ict between redexes. Using these we have de ned an event automaton speci ed rstly by an event structure whose events consist entirely of events from standard sequences and secondly by the \prevents" relation. Finally, we have shown that the states of this event automaton are the nite elements of a prime algebraic domain. Some obvious developments remain to be pursued at a later date. One is to introduce a notion of neededness for events in terms of reduction to some normal form. Another is to show that the structures we have de ned can extend event structures for orthogonal systems in a way that accounts for non-terminating reductions. These might be prerequisites for the construction of an events model of abstract reduction (N ocker 93).
